SPECIFICATION
Range: SNOWALL
Design: Caimi Lab

Sound-absorbing material for wall application.
Description:
Sound absorbing composite material, made up of a layer of polyester fabric Trevira CS®,
intrinsically flame retardant, coupled with a layer of black polyester needle punched for
a uniform thickness of about 4 mm. Snowall is available in rolls and can be cut, sewn
and possibly glued.
The fabric has a Class1 fire reaction (Italian standard) and Euroclass B-s2, d0.
Fiber 8 Bouclè Fabric has a Class1 fire reaction (Italian standard) and
Euroclass B-s1, d0.
The fabric is Greenguard Gold certified, which certifies its low VOC emission and its
contribution to the quality of the indoor environment.
The fabric is 100% recyclable and has no detectable formaldehyde content according
to UNI EN 717-2. It doesn’t contain felt or other organic materials (hard to recycle).
Roll dimensions:

H 130 x L 600 cm = 7,8 m2

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of the
products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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SNOWALL

Available colors:

0001

White

8004

1008

Silver grey

7013

Beige

Apple green

4027

Red
Fiber 8 Bouclè

801
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Deze informatie is afkomstig van de website van Zero-Z design / Akoestiekexpert.nl.
Voor vragen, toelichting en meer informatie kunt u contact opnemen met:

Zero-Z design
Jasmijnstraat 6a

Modem 20b

3732 EC De Bilt

7741 MJ Coevorden

T +31 (0)30 2201297
F +31 (0)30 2210692
E info@zero-z-design.nl
W www.zero-z-design.nl
www.akoestiekexpert.nl

